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ABSTRACT 

Browser Bandwidth Optimizer is an application that builds on Windows which use 
network adapter IP address. It requires Net Framework 4 to be installed on the 

Windows operating system before the program can be initialized. 

This software can helped user to use all connected network adapter to the 
operating system without have to disconnect either one of them. It also help user to 

connect to two or more network infrastructure if both of them is on different network. 

This will be a huge benefit for network administrator to monitor multiply network 
from one computer without have to change the connection priority. By binding 

network adapter IP address to browsers by using ForceBindlP, it will give better web 
browsing experience to users. 

Browser Bandwidth Optimizer is software service that is run on conventional 

operating system platform such as Microsoft Windows and able to fully utilize 

multiple network adapter connection by binding the IP address of the specific 

adapters to one or more browser and avoid bandwidth sharing between two browser. 
Each browser will have their own browsing and downloading speed that is depend 
on the network adapter itself. 



ABSTRAK 

Pengoptimum Jalur Lebar Dalam Pelayar Web Untuk Sistem Operasi Windows 
adalah satu aplikasi yang dibangunkan berasaskan Windows yang menggunakan 

kad rangkaian serta protokol IP daripada kad tersebut. Ia memerlukan Net. 

Framework 4 untuk dipasang pada sistem operasi Windows sebelum program ini 

boleh dim ulakan. 

Perisian ini dapat membantu pengguna untuk menggunakan semua kad 

rangkaian yang disambungkan kepada sistem operasi tanpa perlu mencabut salah 

satu daripada kad tersebut. la juga membantu pengguna untuk melayari dua atau 
lebih rangkaian infrastruktur jika kedua-dua kad rangkaian tersebut mengunakan 
rangkaian yang berbeza. Ini akan menjadi manfaat yang besar untuk pentadbir 
rangkaian untuk memantau pelbagai rangkaian dari satu komputer tanpa perlu 
mengubah sambungan. Dengan mengikat alamat kad rangkaian IP kepada pelayar 
web dengan menggunakan ForceBindIP, ia akan dapat memberikan pengalaman 

melayari web yang lebih baik kepada pengguna. 

Pengoptimum Jalur Lebar Dalam Pelayar Web adalah perkhidmatan 

perisian yang berjalan pada konvensional platform sistem operasi seperti Microsoft 

Windows dan dapat menggunakan sepenuhnya pelbagai sambungan kad rangkaian 

dengan mengikat alamat IP kepada satu atau lebih pelayar web bagi mengelakkan 

perkongsian jalur lebar antara dua pelayar web. Setiap pelayar akan mempunyai 

jalur lebar mereka sendiri dan kelajuan muat turun yang bergantung kepada kad 
rangkaian itu sendiri. 
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION 

1.0 Introduction 

Microsoft Windows and Linux has become the most popular operating system that 

installed in most computers. Most of the user that use computers will use internet 

connection to surf the internet, checking e-mails, playing games, business and 

downloading. There are several problems regarding connection to internet which is 

connection prioritization and network adapters. 

Some of the user is using two network adapter but Microsoft Windows will 

only use one of them depends on the connection prioritization on Windows. In some 

cases, user will have more than one connection and they have to disconnect the first 

prioritize connection if they want to use the second prioritize connection. It is 

essential for several users to use two connections at same without have to 

disconnect either one of the connection. 

1.1 Problem statement/Research Problem 

Conventional operating system platform such as Microsoft Windows can only use 

one network adapter at specific time. For example, there are two network 

connections which are Wi-Fi and Ethernet (LAN Cable RJ45). If the Wi-Fi is 

connected and then the Ethernet is connected afterward, Windows will make the 

Ethernet as the priority network connection, making the Wi-Fi connection as idle or 

"unused". This connection prioritization can be change inside the Windows settings 
but it will still make another connection as idle. In some case, the Ethernet have a 

high latency but the Wi-Fi has a low latency but because of the connection 

prioritization, Ethernet connection will be used even though have a high latency. 
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Most of the browser will use the network connection that has been set 

prioritized by Windows and for this case; it will use only one network adapter and 

ignoring the connection of other network adapter. If there are two browser being use 

at same time, both browsers will use only one connection of the network adapter 

and eventually slowing the browsing and downloading capability due to bandwidth 

sharing between the browsers from the same network adapter. 

1.2 Objectives 

In order to use two networks at same time, there are several objectives that should 

be included in the program which is: 

a) Optimally use the bandwidth made available via two connections. 

b) To develop a Windows application that will bind network adapter IP 

address to the specify browser by using ForceBindIP 

c) To utilize two network adapter on different browsers to give better 
browsing experience . a 

1.3 Brief Methodology 

Methodology is a set of procedures or step by step process in the process of the 

development. In order to successfully develop the Browser Bandwidth Optimizer for 

Windows, several suitable methodology bases on Waterfall model SDLC (System 

Development Life Cycle) and Benchmarking methodology has been chosen. 

1. Waterfall model SDLC: 

a) Requirement Analysis 

Purpose and the objective of the application will be known. 
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. The goal of the application is to fully utilize two or more network 

connections at same time by bind the IP address of the network 

adapter to different browser. 

Conduct a scenario to know the actual problem of having multiple 

connected network adapter at one time. 

b) System Design 

The layout and interface for the software will be determined before the 

language is implemented. 

- After the goal of the program has been determine, the programming 

language that is needed in order to develop the windows application 

will be decide. 

For this step, vb.net programming language will be used because most 

of the application for windows is based on vb.net. 

c) Implementation 

Implement code to the design that has been made and test the function 

of each code 

Use coding to achieve project objective 

d) Testing 

In this step, the software will go through testing phase to check if the 

interface and the coding are functional. 

Check if there was any crash while using the program. 

e) Deployment 

Several user will be pick to try the software and see how the software 

suite the user. 

. The user will give commend and feedback regarding the software 

including bug report and improvement that can be done. 
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f) Maintenance 

The software will go through maintenance phase in respond to the bug, 

adding new features or changing the application interface. 

2. Benchmarking Methodology 

a) Identify problem area 

These steps identify the main cause of the development of the software 

which is the objective. 

b) What you are doing 

This project is about utilize two connection on different browser by 

developing an interface that is integrated with ForceBindIP 

c) How are you doing it 

Develop an interface by using vb.net programming language 

d) How others doing it 

The ForceBindIP is a small files with no interface that allow user to 

type a command line in the shortcut argument manually. 
e) What and how to improve 

The ForceBindIP will be improve by creating a user interface which 

has been implemented with ForceBindip and include several features 

to the interface such as detection of IP address on each network 

adapter. 

1.4 Scope 

The program will be focus on several users which is: 
a) User who wants to connect to two network infrastructure at same time 

without have to disconnected either one of them. 
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b) User that use broadband internet for chatting and other internet connection 

(Ethernet or Wi-Fi) for downloading or surfing web at same time because 

broadband have internet quota and Ethernet or Wi-Fi don't have internet 

quota. 

c) User that wish to use other internet connection to bypass port block or 

website filtering due to Ethernet or Wi-Fi block the specify port. 
d) Network administrators that which to test the company network security by 

using another internet connection without have to disconnect with the 

company network. 

1.5 Significance of project 

This software can helped user to use all connected network adapter to the operating 

system without have to disconnect either one of them. It also help user to connect to 
two network infrastructure if both of them is on different network. This will be a 

huge benefit for network administrator to monitor multiply network from one 

computer without have to change the connection priority. By binding network 

adapter IP address to browsers by using ForceBindIP, it will give better web 

browsing experience to users. 

1.6 Project schedule 

Refer appendix A for project schedule 
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1. 7 Expected outcome 

A software service that is run on conventional operating system platform such as 

Microsoft Windows and able to fully utilize multiple network adapter connection by 

binding the IP address of the specific adapters to one or more browser and avoid 

bandwidth sharing between two browser. Each browser will have their own 

browsing and downloading speed that is depend on the network adapter itself 

1.8 Summary 

In this chapter we have outline objective and the benefit of this software service to 

user in different view. The main problem that we will try to solve is using multiple 

network connection on multiple browsers by assigning network adapter IP address 

to browser. 
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CHAPTER 2: LITERATURE REVIEW & METHODOLOGY 

2.0 Introduction 

In this chapter, literature review on the current programming tool, programming 

languages and existing systems will be conducted. The software characteristics and 

features will be considered and compare to improve Browser Bandwidth Optimizer 

for Windows project later on. The main characteristics that will be reviewed in this 

chapter is about parallel connection. 

2.1 Programming Tools Review 

We will review several programming language and programming tools that 

available on the internet such as VB.Net, C#, C++ and Java with their own 
programming tools such as Visual Studio, DotGNU, Visual Basic and much more. 

2.1.1 Review on VB.Net 

VB.Net (Visual Basic .Net) is an object oriented programming that is developed 

from VB (Visual Basic) that is mainly use on .Net framework. VB.Net is developed 

for increase the development of web-services and web development on most 

Windows platform because it include everything that is necessary to developing a 

programming environment. VB.Net is also implemented with IDE (Integrated 

Development Environment) that is for software development application and it is 
based on Visual Studio and .Net framework. One of the advantages of VB.Net is 

that it is easier to develop an application that is on Windows platform because it 

includes software tools to automatically create programming environment and 

detail that is require by Windows. Programmer that use VB.Net also has the 
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advantage to design the software interface just by using the mouse and the code can 

be implemented later after the design has been satisfied. There are currently two 

type of VB that has been developed by Microsoft which is Microsoft Visual Studio 

2012 which is commercial software and Visual Basic Express Edition 2012 which is 

free of charge (Visual Basic .Net 2014). 

Most of the programmer that uses VB.Net agrees that VB.Net is the future of 

the programming and t is worth to be looked at for software development for the 

future. Application that is developed using VB.Net programming can be run on 

Windows platform and mobile operating system such as Pocket PC, Windows 

Mobile, Windows XP, Windows 7 and the latest operating system which is Windows 

8 by using its powerful library system. 

2.1.2 Review on C# 

C# or C Sharp is a programming language that is developed by Microsoft to allow C 

programmer to take full advantage of .Net and its runtime. It supports exception 
handling, functional procedural, multiple types of polymorphism and separation of 

interface from implementation. The C# programming language is basically an object 

oriented that come with extensive class library base on .Net framework and IDE 

(Integrated Development Module) which focus on windows application development 

such as client-server application, database application, XML Web Services, 

Distributed components and much more in secure and robust environment for the 

application. 

Some of the advantage that is provided by Visual C# is that it contain an 
integrated debugger and provides advance code editor to help user design program 

interface by using tools that has been provided to make application development 

easier based on C# language and .Net framework. There are several application and 

module that use C# as the programmmg language which is Visual C#, .Net 
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Framework, Mono and DotGNU because the language is modern and simple. In 

addition to these basic object-oriented principles, C# makes it easy to develop 

software components through several innovative language constructs, including the 

following (Introduction to the C# Language and the .Net Framework, 2014): 

• Encapsulated method signatures called delegates, which enable type-safe 

event notifications. 

• Properties, which serve as accessory for private member variables. 

• Attributes, which provide declarative metadata about types at run time. 

• Inline XML documentation comments. 

• Language-Integrated Query (LINQ) which provides built-in query 

capabilities across a variety of data sources. 

2.1.3 Review on C++ 

C++ is an object oriented programming language that is developed by Bjarne 

Stroustrup, and is an extension of C language (C++ Programming Language, 2013). 
C++ is considered as an intermediate language because it contains both high and 

low level languages that is require in a program. C++ is usually implemented on 

most hardware and operating system that require class to work such as Linux and 

Windows. Some of software and application also use C++ as it programming code 

such as high-performance server and video games. One of the important features of 

using C++ is for retrieve and store data from database or from the server. 
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2.1.4 Review on Java 

Java is a computer programming language that is concurrent, class-based, object 

oriented, and specifically designed to have as few implementation dependencies as 

possible (Java, 2014). Java is a programming language that is based on C++ for 
optimized objects in a network such as the internet. It is designed by Sun 

Microsystems and developed by Oracle Corporation and it is mostly implemented on 

C and C++. Java is considered as high-level object oriented language but more 

simplify than C++ for eliminate language feature that can cause common 

programming error. Most of the software and games that has been developed is 

using Java programming which can allow it to run directly from web browser itself 

2.2 Review on Existing System/ Software 

For this part, three of existing software or system will be compare in term of 

functionality and check if either of them will have any similarities or is there any 

improvement can be made by using those system as example in order to develop 

Browser Bandwidth Optimizer for Windows. 

2.2.1 Review on Windows 7 connection priority 

Windows is an operating system that is developed by Microsoft and it has been one 

of the popular operating system beside Linux. Windows is slowly- evolved from 

Windows 95, Windows 98, Windows Millennium (ME), Windows XP, Windows 

Vista, Windows 7, Windows 8 and much more. One of the features that have been 

implemented to Windows Vista and above is the connection priority. These features 

help user to prioritize the connection that is connected to the computer. 
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To access the connection priority features in Windows, Users must first open 

the Network and Sharing Center by going to the control panel. Refer to Figure 

2.2.la and Figure 2.2.lb on how to open Network Sharing Center. 

Ar,,-, 

Dot urrent» 

Pi IJI ~ ', 

ei Internet Options ~ Java ,> Keyboard - 

3 Mouse .... Network and Sharing [';;;JI Notification A red Icons .. 
Center c:nn .) .Performance Information ; Personalization < Phone and Modem and Tools 

A, Recovery ~ Region and Language ·moteApp and Desktop  b Connections 

apes 

om put Figure 2.2.lb: Control Panel 

[evict ard Printer 

Figure 2.2. la: 
Start 

After open network sharing center, go to change adapter setting. Figure 

2.2. lc shows the change adapter settings inside Network Sharing Center. After 

clicking the link, all available adapter either its connected or disconnected from the 

computer will be showed. 

Control Panel Home 

Mana e wirelen nl!lworlcs 

View your basic network info 

ACER-PC 
(This computer) 

View your active networks 

al==p UNIMAS-MESH-KBR 
Py public network 

Figure 2.2. lc: Adapter Setting 
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By pressing alt button on the keyboard, this will bring an option on top of the 

window. Pick advance and choose Advance Settings. Refer to figure 2. 2. ld for the 

details. 

@G • i:! ► Control Panel ► Network and Internet » Network Connections ►

[ile f,dit '£,ew !ooh 

Organize " 

• - l;, Local Area Conn 
= UIMAS-MESH 
a sthero; AR8IS1 

Help 

a: 

Operator-Assisted Dialing 

Remote Access Preferences... 

Bridge Connections 

Advanced Settings... 
VMware Network Auaper re? ll, g 
Disabled 

a7 \/Mare Virtual Ethernet Adapter » 

nection 6 

back Adapter 

vivrware veouutirk Adapter VMnet8 
D, .abled 

~ VMware 11,rtual Ethe rnet Adapter. 

Figure 2.2. ld: Advance 

In the Advance Settings window, choose adapter and bindings tab. From 

figure 2.2.le, there will be a box named Connections that will list every connection 

that is available on the network. By changing the order of the connection, Windows 

will automatically choose the connection over the other connection if there is two or 

more connection present at that particular time. 

Advanced Settings 

Adapters and Bndrgs Poviderider 

Coonections are listed in the order in which they are accessed by 
network se1vices. 

Connections: 

:..@i.i 
ocal Area Connection 

-""""'--~----=---- 

ocal Area Connection 6 

Bindings fon Local Area Connection 6: 
~ JI File Md Pri"lter S~ring for Microsoft Networks 

ri7l .._ lnleinet Protocol Version 4 (TCP/1Pv4] 
l-!] . .J. " Internet ProtocolVetsion 6 [TCP/1Pv6J 

~ of Client for Microsoft Nelworlo 
i;;i ...., lnleinet Protoco[Ve.sion 4 (TCP/1Pv4] 
lii2] . .i., Internet ProtocolVesion 6 (TCP/IP116] 
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Figure 2.2. le: Priority 
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